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ARTICLE
Harnessing photoinduced electron transfer to
optically determine protein sub-nanoscale atomic
distances
Antonios Pantazis1,2,3, Karin Westerberg4, Thorsten Althoff5, Jeff Abramson5 & Riccardo Olcese1,5
Proteins possess a complex and dynamic structure, which is influenced by external signals
and may change as they perform their biological functions. We present an optical approach,
distance-encoding photoinduced electron transfer (DEPET), capable of the simultaneous
study of protein structure and function. An alternative to FRET-based methods, DEPET is
based on the quenching of small conjugated fluorophores by photoinduced electron transfer:
a reaction that requires contact of the excited fluorophore with a suitable electron donor. This
property allows DEPET to exhibit exceptional spatial and temporal resolution capabilities in
the range pertinent to protein conformational change. We report the first implementation of
DEPET on human large-conductance K+ (BK) channels under voltage clamp. We describe
conformational rearrangements underpinning BK channel sensitivity to electrical excitation, in
conducting channels expressed in living cells. Finally, we validate DEPET in synthetic peptide
length standards, to evaluate its accuracy in measuring sub- and near-nanometer intramo-
lecular distances.
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F luorescence spectroscopy is a seminal approach in structuralbiology, allowing the determination of structural proteininformation under physiologically-relevant experimental
conditions1,2. Most applications of fluorescence spectroscopy in
structural biology are based on Förster resonance energy transfer
(FRET) between fluorescence donor and acceptor protein
adjuncts3,4. While widely used and continually refined5,6, even
current FRET-based methods are not altogether without limita-
tions, which compromise their spatial or temporal resolution.
One limitation in particular, is that FRET always provides dis-
tances between fluorescent donor and acceptor protein adjuncts.
This is hardly a concern when determining inter-molecular dis-
tances in protein complexes; however, fluorescent adjunct dis-
tances diverge significantly from protein atom distances and
orientations in the sub- and near-nanometer scale pertinent to
protein structure and function. To address this and other lim-
itations of FRET methods, we have developed a new optical
approach based on an alternative mechanism of distance-
dependent modulation of fluorescence: distance-encoding pho-
toinduced electron transfer, DEPET. DEPET directly provides the
distance between protein backbone (Cα) and side-chain (Cβ)
atoms, and is therefore particularly suited to the precise deter-
mination of the protein structure and the fine conformational
changes pertinent to protein function. We demonstrate the cap-
ability of DEPET in determining how membrane depolarization
changes intramolecular distances and side-chain orientations in
the human large-conductance potassium (BK) channel: the uni-
versal regulator of cellular excitability7. We also validate the
accuracy of DEPET in gauging short distances, by measuring the
length of rigid polyproline peptides in solution.
In lieu of resonance energy transfer, DEPET is based on
photoinduced electron transfer (PET): a means to quench the
emission of a fluorophore in the singlet excited state, upon con-
tact with a molecule of appropriate electronegativity8,9. Near-
nanometer distance-measuring capability using PET fluorescence
quenching has been demonstrated using the TEMPO nitroxide
radical as a quencher10. This quencher, attached to probes of
variable length was used to quantify distances in the Shaker K+
channel11. This study demonstrated the potential of PET-based
fluorescence quenching in resolving short distances, in the
~2.7–5 nm range, with sub-nanometer resolution. Achieving even
shorter distance measurement capability requires a smaller
fluorescence quencher. Fortuitously for a structural biology
approach, an efficient PET quencher of a variety of small labels
used in fluorescence spectroscopy is the side-chain of the tryp-
tophan amino acid8,12–16. In DEPET, we evaluate the quenching
of a small, site-directed fluorescent probe by a nearby native or
introduced Trp residue to extract distances in the Ångström (sub-
nanometer) range. In fact, DEPET is uniquely capable of resol-
ving relative side-chain orientations in a protein under
physiologically-relevant conditions.
To extract distance information in DEPET, fluorophores of
different length are used (Fig. 1): if a fluorophore is too short, it
will not be quenched by the distal Trp; if its length is sufficient,
more quenching will be observed; taken together, this informa-
tion encodes the distance between the fluorescently-labeled site
and the quenching Trp. This approach is reminiscent of seminal
work on ion channel proteins, where the distance between the
channel pore and a site elsewhere in the protein was evaluated by
using site-directed tethered pore blockers of varying length17.
Previous attempts have been made to extract distance informa-
tion from Trp-quenched fluorophores, without yielding a quan-
tified result15.
To obtain quantified distance results, it is important to char-
acterize the flexibility and range of motion of each fluorophore.
We used molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, which yield a
function (the Fluorophore-Distance-Quencher function, FDQ)
correlating quenching probability and the distance between the
Cα atoms of the fluorescently-labeled cysteine and the quenching
Trp. Using the same approach, the distance between the Cys Cα
and the Trp Cβ atoms can also be determined: this information is
useful for evaluating the orientation of the Trp side-chain with
respect to the fluorescently-labeled site.
In this work, we implement DEPET in three sites of the
voltage-sensing domain of the human BK channel, obtaining the
distance and side-chain orientation of a native Trp residue with
respect to juxtaposed transmembrane helices S0, S1 and S2 in its
resting and active states. These measurements are in good
agreement with recent cryo-EM-resolved structures of the BK
channel. We further evaluate the accuracy of DEPET in poly-
proline length standards, predicting their length within, on
average, 1.3 Å.
Results
Evaluating the quenching of rhodamine fluorophores by Trp.
PET-based Trp quenching of small fluorescent molecules involves
brief collisional quenching and longer-lasting, static quenching,
likely due to the formation of stable hydrophobic complexes8,13.
Both mechanisms require van der Waals overlap between the Trp
indole side-chain and the fluorescent moiety, i.e., contact; and
both occur within the nanosecond time domain, rendering them
indistinguishable in steady-state fluorescence measurements, such
as those in DEPET. An important prerequisite is to establish
whether Trp is equally efficient at quenching the fluorophores
used, by evaluating its steady-state Stein-Volmer bimolecular
quenching constant (KSV)1. Indeed, the quenching efficiency of
Trp for the tetramethylrhodamine (TMRM) fluorophores used in
this study was determined to be very similar, with KSV ranging
from 36 to 41M−1 (Supplementary Figure 1). This is not sur-
prising considering that the fluorophores used have the same
xanthene fluorescent moiety, and are thus spectrally identical
(Supplementary Figure 1). When different fluorescent moieties
are used, establishing their Trp KSV will be very useful, to nor-
malize their FDQ functions and thus eliminate any difference in
Trp quenching efficiency from the distance calculation.
Implementing DEPET in the BK voltage sensor. BK channels
are membrane-spanning proteins that confer a K+ conductance
in response to two physiological signals: intracellular [Ca2+]
elevation and/or membrane depolarization18,19. That is, BK
channels integrate electrical and biochemical signaling to regulate
cellular excitability in diverse tissues, such as central neurons,
endocrine cells, and smooth muscle7. Recent structures of a BK
channel resolved at near-atomic resolution by cryo-EM demon-
strate how metal ligands open this channel20,21. However, its
mechanism of voltage-dependent activation is still unclear, as the
voltage sensors in the unliganded/shut and liganded/open chan-
nel structures were resolved practically in the same conformation
(Supplementary Figure 2).
Since the voltage sensors of this protein require strong
membrane depolarization to activate22, we investigated their
structural dynamics by implementing DEPET in a voltage clamp
context. Human BK channels were expressed in Xenopus oocytes
and labeled at position 136, at the extracellular flank of
transmembrane helix S1. We used a cut-open oocyte Vaseline
gap apparatus23,24 with epifluorescence capability25,26 to simul-
taneously (i) control the membrane potential, (ii) track channel
opening (K+ current), and (iii) observe the fluorescence emission
from S1-labeling fluorophores. We previously demonstrated that
fluorophores labeling S1, and other BK transmembrane helices,
exhibit state-dependent quenching by a native Trp residue
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(W203) at the extracellular flank of helix S416,27,28. In fact, when
short TMR-6′-M label was used, its fluorescence increased upon
depolarization, indicating less quenching in the Active state
(Fig. 2a). This is not surprising since helix S4 possesses charged
residues and is expected to undergo voltage-evoked conforma-
tional changes upon depolarization29–31, as in other ion channels
and even enzymes coupled to conserved voltage-sensing
domains32–36. Accordingly, removal of W203 by site-directed
mutagenesis practically abolished the observed fluorescence
deflections (Fig. 2b). A straightforward structural interpretation
of this result is that the S1 fluorophore is more quenched in the
Resting conformation of the BK voltage sensor (negative
membrane potential) than the Active state (positive membrane
potential); therefore the distance between S1 (fluorophore) and S4
(Trp) increases upon activation.
When TMRM fluorophores of increasing length were used, the
fluorescence changes progressively diminished (Fig. 2a). An
interpretation of this result is that, while shorter labels experience
differential quenching in the Resting and Active states of the
voltage sensor, longer labels are presumably equally quenched by
Trp in both states, reporting less voltage-dependent fluorescence
change (Fig. 2c). The fluorescence deflections were normalized by
macroscopic channel conductance to account for small variations
in channel expression (Supplementary Figure 3a–f); all data from
this experiment are shown in Fig. S3g. In addition, we performed
control experiments mixing Cys-less with 203Trp-less BK channel
subunits, to exclude the possibility of inter-subunit fluorophore
quenching (Supplementary Figure 4). We describe how the
optical signals from S1-labeled channels in the presence of W203,
acquired simultaneously with a measure of protein function (BK
channel currents, Fig. 2a & Supplementary Figure 3a), can be
converted to atomic distance and orientation measurements,
below.
We also probed the voltage-dependent rearrangement of
voltage-sensing helix S4 with respect to helices S0 and S2, by
labeling positions 19 and 145, respectively (Supplementary
Figures 5 & 6). The proportions of the voltage-evoked ΔF
reported from the extracellular flank of S0 from TMRM
fluorophores of different length were unlike those reported from
helix S1 (compare Supplementary Figure 5a and Fig. 2a), hinting
that the S0–S4 distance is different than S1–S4. On contrast, the
shortest TMRM fluorophore reported the strongest ΔF when
labeling helix S2, with diminished signals reported from
fluorophores of increasing length (Supplementary Figure 6a),
similar to the ΔF proportions of S1-labeling probes. As before,
experiments in the absence of W203 were performed to confirm
that the ΔF in this labeling position was mainly due to the
interaction of the S0-conjugated or S2-conjugated labels with the
S4 Trp (Supplementary Figures 5b & 6b).
Determining distance and orientation. The major premise of
DEPET is that the differential state-dependent quenching of
labels by a nearby Trp residue is due to state-dependent distance
changes. To quantify the distances from the DEPET signals, a
function is required to map Trp-induced quenching probability to
the separating distance between the fluorophore attachment site
(the Cα atom of the labeled Cys) and the Trp Cα (Fig. 1). To
construct this function, the flexibility and range of movement of
each fluorophore needs to be taken into account. This was
achieved using MD simulations of each TMRM fluorophore
conjugated to a Cys residue. The simulations generated possible
conformers of the Cys-TMRM conjugate species (Fig. 3a); in turn,
they were used to determine the frequency of encountering the
xanthene fluorescent moiety a given distance from the Cys Cα;
i.e., a measure of fluorophore range of movement (Fig. 3b, green).
The same exercise was performed for Trp; as a more constrained
molecule, it yielded a much steeper function for the chance to
encounter its side-chain (indole) a given distance from its Cα
atom (Fig. 3b, gray). The interception of the two probabilities
(chance to encounter xanthene ∩ chance to encounter indole)
effectively describes the quenching mechanism; its calculation
over a separating distance between the Cys and Trp Cα atoms
provides the required function, to correlate fluorescence
quenching with a measure of distance (Fig. 3c). This exercise was
performed for all available fluorophores (Supplementary Fig-
ure 7) and the resulting probability density histograms were fit to
empirical combinations of exponential and Gaussian functions, to
facilitate the fitting of fluorescence data, and their use by the
wider scientific community (parameters in Supplementary
Table 1). We refer to the resulting Fluorophore—Distance—
Quencher functions as FDQαα. Super-imposing the FDQαα
functions on the cryo-EM-resolved structure of the BK channel
shows that the range of quenching of the fluorophores used
hardly exceeds the diameter of the voltage-sensing domain
(Supplementary Figure 8), accounting for the lack of inter-
subunit quenching (Supplementary Figure 4).
Using the same MD-derived information, it is possible to
calculate fluorescence quenching as a function of the distance
between the Cys Cα and the Trp Cβ atoms: FDQαβ (Supplemen-
tary Figure 9). This distance is important to determine the
orientation of the Trp side-chain with respect to the label site, and
provided an important validation for the implementation of
DEPET on the BK channel. FDQαβ parameters are listed in
Supplementary Table 2.
For each labeled position, the fluorescence data (ΔF/G) from
TMRM labels of increasing length were fit to the FDQ functions
for each fluorophore simultaneously, to determine the distance
between W203 (S4) Cα and Cβ atoms and the labeled Cys Cα, in
the Resting (dR) and Active (dA) states, producing well-
constrained fits (Fig. 4). Accordingly, the S4 Trp is within
~6–8 Å of S2 and S1 in the Resting state, but diverges, upon
membrane depolarization, to ~13–14 Å. S4 also diverges from S0
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Fig. 1 Principle of distance-encoding photoinduced electron transfer
(DEPET). A tryptophan (Trp) residue is shown attached to the protein
backbone, along with two Cys-conjugated tetramethylrhodamine
maleimide (TMRM) fluorophores of different length. Trp residues are
potent quenchers of TMRM fluorescence (Supplementary Figure 1 and
ref. 16), by the photoinduced electron transfer (PET) process: while the
TMRM fluorescent moiety (xanthene, green circle) is in the excited singlet
state, contacting a Trp side-chain triggers an electron transfer reaction,
preventing fluorescence emission8,9. In this work, we show how we can
extract distances and distance changes directly associable with protein
structure and function (Cys Cα (cyan circle)—Trp Cα (purple circle) and
Cys Cα—Trp Cβ (red circle) atoms, respectively), by measuring the Trp-
induced PET quenching of TMRM fluorophores of different length. We have
implemented DEPET in (i) the activation transition of the human BK
channel voltage-sensing domain, in conducting channels expressed in a cell
and (ii) synthetic polyproline peptide length standards in solution
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during its voltage-dependent activation transition, albeit less than
S1 and S2, from ~17 to ~19 Å. Resampling statistics (boot-
strapping37) were used to convert experimental variability into a
confidence interval for the fit solutions. The DEPET-resolved
distances in the human BK channel VSD are compared to
homologous positions in the cryo-EM-resolved Aplysia BK
channel in Supplementary Table 3.
Finally, the distances were combined to evaluate the orienta-
tion of the Trp side-chain with respect to the labeling site
(Fig. 5a). The distances and orientation evaluated from DEPET
data are completely agnostic of the protein structure. However,
they are in very good agreement with those in the cryo-EM-
determined structures of the BK channel voltage-sensing domain
(Fig. 5b), in terms of the overall distance of the S4 Trp from
helices S0, S1, and S2, and the orientation of the S4 Trp side-
chain, which faces towards S0 and away from S1 and S2. The
finding is also consistent with the position of non-conserved helix
S0 in the periphery of the BK channel VSD.
The depolarization-evoked activation of the BK channel VSD.
The recent BK channel cryo-EM structures have provided
invaluable insight on ligand-dependent channel activation and
opening20,21. However, the voltage-sensing domains of unli-
ganded/shut channels are virtually structurally identical to those
of Ca2+/Mg2+-bound/open channels, and likely correspond to a
domain in the resting conformation (Supplementary Figure 2).
Implementing DEPET in conducting channels, expressed in cells
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Fig. 2 DEPET measurements in conducting, human BK channels. a Simultaneously-acquired K+ current (black) and fluorescence (red) from oocytes
expressing human BK channels fluorescently-labeled outside helix S1 (position 136) with different TMRM fluorophores, upon a 50-ms voltage pulse from
−160 to+ 80mV. Note that increasing fluorophore length, results in diminished amplitude of fluorescence deflections (ΔF). b As above, when the native
Trp extracellular to S4 in removed (W203V), ΔF is strongly diminished for the four shortest fluorophores, demonstrating that the fluorescence changes in
W203 channels were due to the differential quenching of S2-bound TMRM fluorophores by the S4 Trp. All data for this experiment are shown in
Supplementary Figure 3g. c A structural interpretation of the fluorescent signals: Left: when the BK voltage-sensing domain is in the resting state, the S4
Trp is near helix S1, quenching the fluorescent label attached to it; upon depolarization, S4 moves away, beyond the reach of the short S1 label: this
molecular rearrangement is reported as fluorescence unquenching. Right: when a longer label is attached to S1, it is equally quenched by the S4 Trp in both
Resting and Active conformations, so the same movement (S4 helix divergence from S1) is reported as a much fainter fluorescence deflection
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under voltage clamp and physiologically-relevant experimental
conditions allowed the determination of the S4 voltage-dependent
rearrangement relative to its surrounding helices (Fig. 5a). Can
the atomic coordinates from cryo-EM be combined with the
distance information from DEPET to resolve how the BK VSD
activates? We imposed the DEPET-measured distance changes
between Cys Cα and Trp Cα atoms as the VSD transitions from
the resting to the activated state (i.e., dαα,A−dαα,R) to the structure
of the unliganded/shut channel and asked: where does the S4 Trp
go when the voltage sensor activates? Trilateration for the final
coordinates of the S4 Trp yielded two sets of potential positions:
12.1 [95% CI 9.9, 14.7] Å above (along the z-axis of the structure)
and 6.6 [4.6,8.9] Å below, into the membrane (Supplementary
Figure 10). Since the movement of the positively-charged S4 helix
upon depolarization is expected to be outward32–36,38, we favor
the first set of solutions.
Validating DEPET with length standards. The agreement of
DEPET data with those of the cryo-EM BK channel structure are
highly encouraging. However, the BK structures are not the best
standard to quantifiably evaluate the accuracy of DEPET, since
their resolution was ~3.5 Å20,21 and they resolved a molluscan BK
channel with substantial divergence from the human protein39.
As many scientific approaches, DEPET carries necessary, sim-
plifying assumptions, which necessitates a more stringent deter-
mination of its accuracy, i.e., the goodness of the FDQ functions
in extracting a distance measurement from fluorescence
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quenching. This is critical for the applicability of DEPET to a
wide variety of biological molecules of unknown a priori struc-
ture. We used an approach previously implemented to validate
FRET-based distance measurements: the use of rigid, polyproline-
based peptides as length standards3 (Fig. 6). Specifically, we
sought to determine the length of synthetic peptides of the gen-
eral formula Cys-(Pro)n-Trp by (i) measuring intramolecular
quenching of conjugated TMRM fluorophores of different length
and (ii) correlating the observed quenching with a separating
Cys/Trp distance using the FDQαα functions, as performed on the
BK channel. On average DEPET produced length estimates 1.3 Å
off the expected length (Supplementary Table 4): that is, DEPET,
in its current implementation using Trp as a collisional quencher
and commercially-available TMRM fluorophores, can determine
distances, and distance changes, with an exquisitely fine grain. If a
different combination of fluorophore/quencher is used, it would
be prudent to evaluate their quenching/distance response in the
same way to ensure the goodness of the corresponding FDQ
functions.
Discussion
Combining DEPET distance constraints to a static cryo-EM-
resolved structure of an ion channel demonstrates how two
cutting-edge approaches can be combined to enhance our
understanding of protein structure and function (Supplementary
Figure 10). However, there are important caveats to consider
while integrating the two approaches: DEPET measurements
were performed in conducting, human BK channels, bearing
mutation R207Q to enable the study of voltage-dependence,
expressed in living cells; the cryo-EM studies were performed in
purified molluscan BK channels that exhibit considerable
sequence diversity from their mammalian homologs39. Never-
theless, a 12 Å vertical S4 translation is reasonable, considering
that the archetypal Shaker K+ channel S4 helix is thought to
translate by ~15 Å36. This conformational reorganization repre-
sents the first response of the universal regulator of cellular
excitability to membrane depolarization.
Importantly, the voltage-sensing properties of BK channels are
modified in vivo by a multitude of biological factors, including
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allosteric contributions from intracellular ligands such as Ca2+,
Mg2+, and heme; extracellular cofactors such as Cu2+, and the
association of auxiliary β and γ subunits (reviewed in refs. 18,19).
We postulate that this functional modification of BK channel
properties has a structural basis, underpinned by remodeling of
the voltage-sensing domain and its activation transition. DEPET,
an approach that provides in cellula structural information under
flexible and physiological conditions is an ideal tool to investigate
how the BK response to membrane depolarization is modulated,
to finely tune its activity in a broad spectrum of signaling
millieux.
While our first protein implementation of DEPET was on
membrane-bound ion channels, the successful measurement of
peptide lengths means that it is generalizable to a wide spectrum
of structural biology problems. DEPET possesses important
advantages compared to other optical approaches: (i) It offers the
capability to measure distances from 0 nm (in theory; 0.6 nm in
this work) to ~2.5 nm with a particularly fine grain. While we
were able to achieve this using commercially-available TMRM
labels, the use of shorter or longer fluorophores with a more
contoured FDQ function may yet improve on the accuracy and
range of DEPET (but see limitation, below). (ii) DEPET provides
a direct measurement of distances, and distance changes, between
protein backbone (Cα) and side-chain (Cβ) atoms, instead of
fluorescence donor and acceptor moieties. This obviates the need
for post hoc homology and all-atom protein modeling, necessary
to translate FRET-determined distances to measurements rele-
vant to the protein structure. Finally, (iii) DEPET allows the real-
time measurement of protein function and structure, under
physiologically-relevant and flexible experimental conditions,
without necessitating large fluorescent protein adjuncts or milli-
molar concentrations of transition or lanthanide metal acceptors.
DEPET also has limitations that should be considered: (i) it is
susceptible to steric interference between the fluorophore and
Trp. This is more likely to occur when measuring longer dis-
tances, in which case FRET-based approaches are preferable. (ii)
Cell autofluorescence and non-specific labeling can influence the
measurement of background fluorescence in membrane-
embedded proteins. This is why, in the BK channel imple-
mentation, we used the fluorescence change following the struc-
tural rearrangement of the protein: a signal that only arises from
protein-conjugated fluorophores (Supplementary Figure 4c). The
latter is not a problem in purified labeled proteins (as in the case
of polyproline peptides, Fig. 6). In addition, special measures can
be taken to minimize the extent of non-specific background
fluorescence in membrane-expressed proteins40.
A challenge in the implementation of DEPET is the fluorescent
labeling of accessible protein loci. For instance, in membrane-
bound proteins only the extracellular portions are available for
fluorescence labeling. The exciting advent of patch clamp
fluorometry40,41 and the increasing availability of fluorescent
unnatural amino acids (fUAA)42–44 enable the labeling of
membrane-bound proteins at any position. In a new protein,
especially one of unknown structure, finding appropriate posi-
tions for fluorescence labeling (Cys/fUAA) and quenching (Trp)
that result in DEPET signals without interfering with protein
function can be a laborious game of molecular Battleship. How-
ever, once a pair of fluorescence labeling/quenching positions has
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Fig. 5 DEPET results in relation to the known structure of the BK VSD. a Distribution of the labeled Cys Cα atoms in the resting (position 19, S0: light blue;
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been identified, DEPET provides model-independent and accu-
rate intramolecular distances, distance changes and side-chain
orientations, directly associable with protein function. We believe
that DEPET is a valuable addition to the armory of the structural
biologist or molecular physiologist, either stand-alone or in
combination with complementary approaches.
Methods
Determining Trp quenching efficiency for TMRM fluorophores. Trp residues
efficiently quench the fluorescence of rhodamine-based fluorophores using a well-
characterized e‒ exchange mechanism: PET8,9. In distance-encoding PET (DEPET),
distance information is extracted from the differential state-dependent quenching
of fluorophores of different length, when they are conjugated on the same labeling
site (a substituted Cys), by a nearby Trp residue (Fig. 1). It is therefore important to
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ascertain whether Trp is equally efficient at quenching all fluorophores used in the
study. In this work, we used thiol-reactive fluorophores of the
tetramethylrhodamine-maleimide (TMRM) type, which are commercially available
at different lengths. From shortest to longest: TMR-6′-M (Anaspec); TMR-5′-M
(Anaspec); TMR-6′-C2-M (Anaspec); TMR-5′-C2-M (Anaspec); TMR-6′-C6-M
and TMR-5′-C6-M (Biotium). Note that the last two were only available as mixed
isomers, and are referred-to as TMR-5′/6′-C6-M.
Fluorophore stocks were dissolved in anhydrous DMSO (Thermo Fisher
Scientific) to 100 mM and kept at −20 °C in a dessicator. Solutions were made
including each TMRM fluorophore (0.5 μM) and final [Trp] (0, 2.5, 5, 10, 15, 20,
25, and 30 μM), in voltage clamp extracellular solution (see Voltage clamp
fluorescence spectroscopy section, below). [Trp] was determined by its absorbance
at 280 nm, using extinction coefficient ε= 5500M−1 cm−1. Fifty microliters
aliquots were added in quadruple, over two 96-well plates suitable for fluorescence
measurements (Corning; black polystyrene, flat, clear bottom). Absorbance
(260–600 nm) and fluorescence (λex= 540 nm; λem= 565–700 nm) were measured
for each well in a Synergy H1 plate reader (BioTek Instruments) (Supplementary
Figure 1). Stern-Volmer plots1 were constructed for each fluorophore: F0/F (where
F is fluorescence at 575 nm, normalized by absorbance at 550 nm; F0 is F in Trp-
free solution) plotted against [Trp]. Linear regression was performed in MATLAB
(MathWorks). All fluorophores had Stern-Volmer bimolecular quenching
constants (KSV) in the range of ~36–42M−1; as such, they are considered equally
quenched by Trp. We suggest that, when fluorophores of different chemistry are
used, which may therefore exhibit significantly different Trp-induced quenching
efficiency, their KSV can be used to scale the quenching probability distribution
(FDQ) functions (see below).
Intra-domain BK channel Ca2+- and Mg2+-induced transitions. The BK
channel cryo-EM-resolved structures from Aplysia californica in the presence20 or
absence21 of Ca2+ and Mg2+ ligands (PDB: #5TJ6 and #5TJI, respectively) were
loaded on PyMOL (Schrödinger). Residues not shared by both structures were
excluded. Each functional domain (VSD: residues 15–214; pore domain: 215–316;
cytosolic: 317–1065) were isolated and aligned using the PyMOL align function.
Pairwise Cα-Cα distances for each residue in each domain were measured for the
apo and ligand-bound states. A color-coded cartoon of the structure and the per-
residue relative movements are shown in Supplementary Figure 2.
Voltage clamp fluorescence spectroscopy. Molecular biology: A human BK
channel (hSlo) clone (#U11058)45 transcribed from the fourth Met without
extracellular Cys (C14S, C141S, C277S) was used. Background mutation R207Q30
was introduced to increase PO at low [Ca2+]i and allow full characterization of the
voltage dependence. A single Cys was substituted at the extracellular flank of S0
(Q19C), S1 (N136C), or S2 (Y145C) for subsequent modification by thiol-reactive
fluorescent labels. In control experiments, the native tryptophan at the S3–S4
extracellular flank was substituted by valine (W203V) to ascertain that the resolved
ΔF is due to the state-dependent interaction of the conjugated dye with W203. To
test against inter-subunit quenching, BK subunits without extracellular Cys were
coexpressed with subunits including an introduced Cys (N136C), without W203
(W203V). Mutations were generated with QuikChange Site-Directed Mutagenesis
Kit (Agilent) and confirmed by sequencing. cDNA was transcribed to cRNA
in vitro (mMESSAGE MACHINE, Thermo Fisher Scientific) and stored at −80 °C
in RNA storage solution (Thermo Fisher Scientific).
Oocyte preparation: Xenopus laevis (Nasco) oocytes (stages V–VI) were
ethically isolated and defolliculated using standard procedures46. UCLA’s animal
care and use program has been fully accredited by the Association for Assessment
and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care International continuously since
1976. The oocytes were injected with 50 nl of cRNA encoding for the human Slo1
(BK) channel clones described above (0.1–0.5 ng/nl) using a Drummond
nanoinjector. Injected oocytes were maintained at 18 °C in an amphibian saline
solution supplemented with 100 units/ml penicillin, 100 μg/ml streptomycin and
50 μg/ml gentamicin (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Twenty-four hours before
experimenting (2–5 days after injection), DTT (200 μM) and EDTA (10 μM) were
added to the oocyte solution, to make Cys available for fluorophore labeling. On
the day of experiments, oocytes were rinsed in DTT- and EDTA- free saline and
stained for 60 min with 2 μM TMRM fluorophores in a depolarizing solution (in
mM: 120 K-methanesulfonate (MeS), 2 Ca(MeS)2, and 10 HEPES, pH= 7.0) on
ice, in the dark, to label the introduced Cys. The oocytes were then rinsed in dye-
free saline prior to being mounted in the recording chamber.
Electrophysiology: Cut-open oocyte Vaseline gap (COVG) is a low-noise, fast
voltage clamp technique23,24. The oocyte is placed in a triple-compartment Perspex
chamber, with a diameter of 600 µm for the top and bottom apertures. The upper
chamber isolates the oocyte’s upper domus and maintains it under clamp. The
middle chamber provides a guard shield by clamping the middle part of the oocyte
to the same potential as the upper chamber. The bottom chamber injects current
intracellularly, through the saponin-permeabilized part of the oocyte. Fluorescence
emission and ionic current are simultaneously measured from the same area of
membrane isolated by the top chamber24,25. The optical setup consists of a Zeiss
Axioscope FS microscope with filters (Semrock Brightline) appropriate for
rhodamine excitation and emission wavelengths. The light source is a 530 nm, 158
lm Luxeon Rebel LED. A TTL-triggered Uniblitz VS 25 shutter (Vincent
Associates) is mounted on the excitation lightpath. The objective (Olympus
LUMPlanFl, 40×, water immersion) has a numerical aperture of 0.8 and a working
distance of 3.3 mm, which leaves enough room for the insertion of the
microelectrode while fully covering the oocyte domus exposed in the external
recording chamber. The emission light is focused on a PIN-08-GL photodiode
(UDT Technologies). A Dagan Photomax 200 amplifier is used for the
amplification of the photocurrent and background fluorescence subtraction.
External solution (mM): 120 Na-MeS, 10 K-MeS, 2 Ca(MeS)2, 10 HEPES
(pH= 7.0). Internal solution (mM): 120 K-glutamate, 10 HEPES (pH= 7.0).
Intracellular micro-pipette solution (mM): 2700 Na-MeS, 10 NaCl. Low access
resistance to the oocyte interior was obtained by permeabilizing the oocyte with
0.1% saponin carried by the internal solution. To limit experimental variation, all
experiments analyzed for any given labeling position (≥3 per fluorophore) were
performed on the same batch of oocytes, i.e., collected at the same time, from the
same frog.
The oocyte membrane holding potential was −90 mV. The membrane potential
was pulsed from −220 to +160 mV for 50 ms in 20 mV increments with four
averaging pulses per test potential. Test pulses were flanked by pre-pulses and post-
pulses to −160 mV (300 and 100 ms, respectively). Pulse cycle period was 2 s.
Initial analysis: The procedure is demonstrated in Supplementary Fig. 3.
Fluorescence bleaching was excluded by subtracting an exponential function fit to a
recording without a voltage pulse. The total voltage-dependent fluorescence change
(ΔFtotal) was calculated by fitting the amplitude of voltage-evoked fluorescence
deflections (ΔF) with a Boltzmann function, by least squares, in Excel:
ΔF ¼ ΔFtotal
1þ exp zFRT V0:5  Vmð Þ
 þ ΔFmin ð1Þ
where Vm is the membrane potential; V0.5 is the half-activation potential; z is the
effective valence; F and R the Faraday and Gas constants, respectively; T is
temperature (294 K).
The ΔFtotal was normalized for channel expression using the maximal
macroscopic conductance, Gmax. The latter was extracted by fitting the macroscopic
conductance with the sum of two Boltzmann functions:
G ¼
X2
i¼1
Gmax;i
1þ exp ziFRT ðV0:5;i  VmÞ
h i ð2Þ
Macroscopic conductance, G, was calculated by dividing the current (I) by the
driving force:
G ¼ I
Vm  EK
ð3Þ
where EK is the equilibrium potential for potassium. Finally,
Gmax ¼
X2
i¼1
Gmax;i ð4Þ
Constructing the FDQ quenching probability functions. DEPET is uniquely
capable to estimating distances between assigned atoms of the protein backbone or
side-chains. In this implementation, we describe how the distances between (i) the
fluorescently-labeled Cys Cα atom and the Trp Cα atom, which is an intramolecular
distance between atoms of the protein backbone; and (ii) the Cys Cα atom and the
Trp Cβ atom; to inform on the orientation of the Trp side-chain with respect to the
label site, and extract relative atomic coordinates. For brevity, we refer to the Cys
Cα atom as Cα, the Trp Cα atom as Wα and the Trp Cβ atom as Wβ.
For a PET quencher such as Trp, the probability to contact the fluorophore is
effectively the quenching probability (PQ)8,13. In DEPET, the optical signals
correspond to a change in Trp-induced PQ. We seek to construct a function that
will correlate the change in PQ to a change in distance, between two positions along
the protein backbone: Cα and Wα atoms.
How likely is it to encounter (and therefore, quench) the fluorophore at a given
distance from the Cα? First, we need to characterize fluorophore range and
flexibility. This is achieved by molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. A Cys-
TMRM conjugate was designed in MarvinSketch (ChemAxon) (Fig. 3a). The Cys
amino and carboxy groups were neutralized to simulate a non-terminal residue.
The conjugate’s molecular structure was energy-minimized and then underwent a
MD simulation in a desktop PC running MarvinSketch, using the MMFF94
forcefield47 with Velocity Verlet integrator and initial temperature 300 K. Total
simulation time was 100 ps with frames saved every 10 fs, collecting 10,000 frames
per fluorophore (Fig. 3a). The position of the centroid of the fluorescent moiety
(xanthene, in the case of the TMRM fluorophores) was extracted, from each frame,
in PyMOL, by averaging the Cartesian coordinates of each constituent atom.
Finally, the distances between the Cα and the fluorophore centroid were measured
in each frame, also in PyMOL, and collected into a histogram with a bin size of
0.05 Å. Each bin was divided by the total number of observations (10,000) to
produce the probability distribution fα(X,K), reflecting the frequency to encounter
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fluorophore X within volume interval K, corresponding to a spherical shell with its
center at the Cα, maximal radius R and thickness δR= 0.05 Å (Fig. 3b,
Supplementary Figure 7b).
The Trp indole side-chain, i.e., the quenching moiety, is also expected to
undergo some thermal isomerization. The above procedure was repeated for Trp,
constructing a histogram of the distance of the indole centroid from the Wα. This
probability distribution is defined as qα(κ), where qα is the probability of Trp side-
chain encounter within spherical shell κ, which has a center at the Wα atom,
maximal radius r and thickness δr= 0.05 Å (Fig. 3b).
The quenching probability of fluorophore X by Trp over distance dαα separating
the Cys and Trp Cα atoms, P(X, dαα) corresponds to the intersection of fα and qα,
scaled by their available volume of interaction for each interval of separating
distance (Fig. 3c, Supplementary Figure 7c):
P X; dααð Þ ¼
X
R;r
VK\κ dαα;R; rð Þ
VK Rð Þ
fα X;Kð Þ ´
VK\κ dαα;R; rð Þ
Vκ rð Þ
qα κð Þ ð5Þ
VK(R) and Vκ(r) are the volumes of spherical shells with maximal radii R and r,
respectively, and thickness δr= 0.05 Å. Their general formula is:
VðρÞ ¼ 4π
3
ρ3  ðρ δrÞ3  ð6Þ
VK∩κ(d, R, r) is the intersection volume of shells K and κ, each with maximal
radii R and r, respectively, thickness δr= 0.05 Å, and their centers separated by
distance d. Its calculation depends on the values of the d, R and r variables:
If d= 0 and R ≠ r; or d ≥ R+ r; or d ≤ R − r − δr; or d ≤ r − R − δr:
VK\κðd;R; rÞ ¼ 0 ð7Þ
If d= 0 and R= r:
VK\κðd;R; rÞ ¼ VKðRÞ ¼ VκðrÞ ð8Þ
If d= R+ r − δr:
VK\κðd;R; rÞ ¼ Vφðd;R; rÞ ð9Þ
where Vφ(d, R, r) is the volume of the lens formed by the intersection of two
spheres with radii R and r, whose centers are separated by distance d. Its general
formula is:
Vφðχ;ψ;ωÞ ¼
π ψ þ ω χð Þ2 χ2 þ 2χψ  3ψ2 þ 2χω 3ω2 þ 6ψωð Þ
12χ
ð10Þ
where χ is the distance separating the centers of two spheres with radii ψ and ω.
If d= R − r:
VK\κðd;R; rÞ ¼ Vφðd;R; rÞ  Vφðd;R δr; rÞ ð11Þ
If d= r − R:
VK\κðd;R; rÞ ¼ Vφðd;R; rÞ  Vφðd;R; r  δrÞ ð12Þ
Else, in all other cases:
VK\κðd;R; rÞ ¼ Vφðd;R; rÞ  Vφðd;R δr; rÞ  Vφðd;R; r  δrÞ þ Vφðd;R δr; r  δrÞ
ð13Þ
Note that the two longest fluorophores, TMR-5′-C6-M and TMR-6′-C6-M,
were only available as mixed isomers (Biotium). The P(X,dαα) for each was
calculated separately, then they were summed and divided by 2, to construct their
joint distribution (Supplementary Figure 7c, orange).
The result of the above calculations is the quenching probability for each Cys-
fluorophore conjugate by a Trp when their respective Cα are separated over
distance dαα, discretized in 0.05-Å bins. In order for this probability distribution to
be usable by curve-fitting algorithms, it was empirically fit by the sum of up to two
exponential and six Gaussian functions:
FDQααðX; dααÞ ¼
X2
i¼1
αi exp 
d
δi
 
þ
X6
j¼1
Ajffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2πσ j
p exp  d  μj
 2
2σ2j
2
64
3
75 ð14Þ
where α and A are amplitude factors for the exponential and Gaussian distribution
functions, respectively; δ is the length constant of the exponential function; and μ
and σ are the mean and standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution function,
respectively. Parameters for each fluorophore are reported in Supplementary
Table 1. The histograms, and their fits, are shown in Fig. 3c and Supplementary
Figure 7c. We refer the above functions as Fluorescence—Distance—Quencher
(FDQ) functions.
In this work, we use photochemically-identical TMRM fluorophores, which
exhibit nearly identical PET-mediated bimolecular quenching by Trp
(Supplementary Figure 1). Note that, if other fluorophores are used, their FDQ
functions can be scaled by their KSV, to eliminate the differential quenching
efficiency variable from the distance measurement.
In addition to the CαWα (or dαα) distance, DEPET optical data can be used to
evaluate other distances pertinent to protein structure: for instance the distance
between the labeled Cys Cα (Cα) and the Trp Cβ atom—the first atom of the Trp
side-chain (Wβ). This information is useful to evaluate the orientation of the Trp
side-chain with respect to the labeled Cys: if the Trp points towards the labeled
Cys, then CαWβ < CαWα, and vice versa.
To determine CαWβ (or dαβ), new FDQ functions are required. We begin by
evaluating the probability to encounter the Trp side-chain (indole) centroid a given
distance from Wβ (qβ; Supplementary Figure 9a). As expected, this probability
density is distributed over a shorter distance than qα (Supplementary Figure 9a).
We repeated the exercise of constructing FDQαα(X,dαα) (Eqs. (5–13)), now using
the qβ distribution instead of qα, for each fluorophore (X). Accordingly, we
constructed distributions FDQαβ(X,dαβ), which denote the probability to quench
fluorophore X attached to Cα as a function of distance dαβ, or CαWβ
(Supplementary Figure 9b-c). FDQαβ distributions were also fit to sums to
exponential and Gaussian functions (Eq. (14)); their parameters are listed in
Supplementary Table 2.
Using a similar strategy, it is possible to construct FDQβα and FDQββ
distributions, to correlate PET fluorescence quenching as a function of distances
CβWα and CβWβ, respectively.
Extracting distances and orientations from DEPET data. The FDQ functions
correlate quenching probability to a distance separating Cys and Trp atoms. In the
BK channel experiments, the change in membrane potential resulted in fluores-
cence deflections (ΔF), reflecting a change in Trp-induced quenching; so we are
asking the question: what are the distances between the labeled Cys Cα (position
136, helix S1) and the Trp Cα (position 203, helix S4) in the Resting and Active
conformations of the BK voltage-sensing domain? The following section uses
nomenclature pertinent to conformational changes in the voltage-sensing domain;
however, the same principle can be applied to determine intermolecular distances
in any protein undergoing a conformational rearrangement surveyed by DEPET.
Consider a voltage sensor domain transitioning, upon membrane
depolarization, from the Resting to the Active conformation. Fluorophore X has
been conjugated to a strategic position such that, upon depolarization, a change in
fluorescence is observed (ΔF) that is dependent on the presence of a nearby Trp
residue:
ΔFX ¼ FA  FR ð15Þ
This change in fluorescence is proportional to a change in Trp-induced
quenching (qR and qA, for quenching in the Resting and Active states, respectively)
at the microscopic level:
ΔFX / 1 qAð Þ  1 qRð Þ ¼ qR  qAð Þc ð16Þ
where c is a coefficient to convert change in quenching probability to conductance-
normalized ΔF data. Change in Trp quenching probability can be expressed as a
function of the CαWα (dαα) distance:
ΔFX ¼ FDQαα X; dαα;R
 
 FDQαα X; dαα;A
 h i
c ð17Þ
where FDQαα(X, dαα,R) and FDQ(X, dαα,A) are the probabilities of fluorophore X to
be quenched by Trp, when the labeled Cys and Trp Cα atoms are separated by
distance dαα,R (in the Resting state) or dαα,A (in the Active state), respectively. That
is, given a ΔF datum from fluorophore X, and its FDQ function, it is possible to
extract the distance between the fluorophore and the Trp in the Resting and Active
state (dR and dA, respectively)—as well as coefficient c, which converts probability
to conductance-normalized fluorescence units (and therefore carries no functional
information). By simultaneously fitting the ΔF of multiple fluorophores, the
solutions for dR, dA, and c are greatly constrained.
To convert experimental variability of ΔF into a confidence interval for dR and
dA, bootstrapping (i.e., random sampling with replacement37) was used. The Gmax-
normalized ΔFtotal data are bootstrapped to yield 10,000 sample sets (MATLAB
Statistics and Machine Learning Toolbox), each including a bootstrap-averaged ΔF
from every fluorophore used. This dataset is fit to:
ΔFX;i ¼ FDQαα X; dαα;R;i
 
 FDQαα X; dαα;A;i
 h i
ci ð18Þ
where the X refers to each fluorophore used, and i= 1..10,000, representing each of
the 10,000 bootstrap sample sets. Fitting is performed using MATLAB’s non-linear
least squares solver (lsqcurvefit; Optimization Toolbox).
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To prevent convergence to local error minima, the initial guess for each free
parameter is seeded in five increments. Fitting one distance (CαWα, i.e., dαα) results
in a combined 53= 125 initial guess seeds for the dαα,R, dαα,A, and c free parameters
(Eq. 18). All 125 initial guess seeds are used to fit each of the 10,000 bootstrap
sample sets; for each set, only the fit with the least error is saved, while the rest are
discarded. Thus, the fitting routine performs 1,250,000 fits, yielding
10,000 solutions for each of dαα,R, dαα,A, and c.
If more distances are fit simultaneously, the following system of equations is
used:
ΔFX;i ¼ FDQαα X; dαα;R;i
 
 FDQαα X; dαα;A;i
 h i
ci
ΔFX;i ¼ FDQαβ X; dαβ;R;i
 
 FDQαβ X; dαβ;A;i
 h i
ci
ð19Þ
This fitting routine has five free parameters: the CαWα distances in the Resting
and Active conformation (dαα,R, dαα,A); the CαWβ distances in the Resting and
Active conformation (dαβ,R, dαβ,A); and c, which has the same value both FDQ sets.
Each parameter is fit independently, but distance solutions that do not comply to
atomic constraints, i.e., the difference between the dαα and dαβ distances should be
less than the length of a single C–C bond (i.e., the distance between Wα and Wβ,
1.54 Å), are excluded.
Using the fit CαWα and CαWβ distances, it is possible to quantify the
orientation of the Trp side-chain with respect to the labeled Cys Cα atom, (i.e., the
CαW^αWβ angle), determined by the law of cosines:
CαW^αWβ ¼ cos1 CC
2 þ CαWα2  CαWβ2
2  CC  CαWα
 
ð20Þ
where CC is the length of a single C–C bond (1.54 Å), in this case representing the
WαWβ distance in the CαWαWβ triangle. Likewise, we can determine the
coordinates of Cα on a Cartesian plane, where Wα is at the origin (0,0) and Wβ at
(0,1.54):
xCα ¼ CαWα  cos π2  CαW^αWβ
	 

yCα ¼ CαWα  sin π2  CαW^αWβ
	 
 ð21Þ
Combining cryo-EM and DEPET information in the BK VSD. Starting with the
BK VSD structure captured in ligand-free, closed channels by cryo-EM21, we
sought to predict the position of the S4 Trp Cα atom when the VSD has been
activated by membrane depolarization. However, the positions homologous to
those labeled in this study were not all resolved in the structure, and the distances
among nearby positions do not precisely agree (Supplementary Table 3). Therefore,
the DEPET-measured distance changes between Cys Cα and Trp Cα atoms were
used as the VSD transitions from the resting to the activated state (i.e., dαα,A−dαα,R;
δ values in Supplementary Table 3a). That is, we used trilateration to answer the
question: Given (i) the coordinates of S4 Trp Cα atom, and the Cα atoms of labeled
positions in helices S0, S1, and S2 in the resting state (from the cryo-EM
structures20,21); and (ii) the distance change of S4 Trp from surrounding helices
upon voltage-dependent activation, determined by DEPET (Supplementary
Table 3a, δ solumn), what are the coordinates of the S4 Trp Cα in the active
conformation of the BK channel VSD? The distributions of the S4 Trp Cα coor-
dinates are shown in Supplementary Figure 10.
DEPET in peptide length standards. Polyproline-based synthetic peptides of the
general formula Cys-(Pro)n-Trp with n= 1, 2, 3, 4 or 7 were used as length
standards to evaluate the accuracy of DEPET: The C-terminal Trp will quench the
N-terminal fluorophore depending on the separated distance (provided by the rigid
polyproline chain) according to the FDQ functions. That is:
1 FX;conj
FX;free
/ FDQαα X; dααð Þ ð22Þ
where FX,free is the fluorescence of free (unconjugated) fluorophore X and FX,conj is
the fluorescence of fluorophore X conjugated to a peptide; therefore the left part of
the equation is a measure of intramolecular quenching. FDQ(X,d) is the fluor-
ophore X/Trp quenching probability as a function of separating distance, d, cal-
culated above.
Each peptide was prepared in lyophilized, 0.5mg aliquots (Biomatik). Each aliquot
was dissolved to 22.5mM in peptide buffer (50mM NaHCO3 and 30% acetonitrile,
ACN). Each TMRM stock (100mM in DMSO) was diluted to a 2.25mM pre-stock in
peptide buffer and vortexed vigorously. Peptide and fluorophore were mixed to final
concentrations of 50 or 150 μM (peptide) and 3, 7.5, 25 or 50 μM (fluorophore);
following thorough mixing, the TMRM fluorophores were allowed to conjugate with
the peptide Cys while incubating at room temperature for 1 h. The peptide/dye
mixture was diluted 125-fold in peptide buffer before chromatography. We found that
reusing peptide aliquots resulted in significantly less peptide labeling efficiency, so
only fresh aliquots were used for each preparation. Addition of tris(2-carboxyethyl)
phosphine (TCEP) antioxidant resulted in the elution of multiple fluorophore bands/
species, so it was excluded from the labeling protocol.
To measure intramolecular quenching in the fluorophore/peptide conjugates,
we used high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC; controller: Shimadzu
Prominence UPLC CBM-20A) followed by absorbance and fluorescence
measurements. Each sample was injected (10 μl; autosampler/injector: Shimadzu
SIL20AC-HT) into a reversed-phase chromatography column (Shimadzu C18 3
μm, 50 × 4.6 mm) and run at a flow rate of 500 μl/min (two Shimadzu LC-20AD
pumps) with the following gradient (solvent A: 50 mM tetraethylammonium
acetate (TEAAc); solvent B: ACN): 0 min: 10% B; 1.7 min: 10% B; 28.7 min: 37% B.
Each gradient run was followed by two column volumes of rinsing with 100%
ACN, followed by two column volumes of 20% ACN. The column output was
analyzed by in-line fluorescence (λex= 550 nm; λem= 575 nm; Shimadzu
Prominence RF-20Axs) and absorbance (189–800 nm; Shimadzu SPD-M20A)
measurements (Fig. 6a).
Absorbance peaks at 550 nm provided a measure of TMRM fluorophore
concentration, either free or peptide-conjugated. By including samples of
fluorophore without peptide in the runs, it was possible to discern between free
fluorophore and peptide-conjugated fluorophore elution peaks. Intramolecular
quenching was calculated from the ratio of conjugated vs free TMRM, normalized
by their absorbance at 550 nm:
1
FX;conj
AX;conj
FX;free
AX;free
¼ FDQαα X; dααð Þc ð23Þ
As in DEPET, converging to a solution for dαα (the distance separating the
labeled Cys Cα and the Trp Cα atoms in the peptide) and coefficient c requires the
simultaneous fitting of multiple fluorophores: in this case, different TMRM
fluorophores being intramolecularly quenched when conjugated on the same
polyproline peptide (Fig. 6b; fitting parameters in Supplementary Table 4).
The nominal lengths of the peptides were calculated by measuring the Cys
Ca–Trp Ca distance in polyproline peptides designed in UCSF Chimera48 using a
type II helix structure (proline backbone dihedral angles: φ=−75°; ψ= 150°).
Data availability
Data are available from the authors upon reasonable request.
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